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johnmc@rice.edu, rjf@rice.edu, whalley@cs.fsu.eduAppliation performane tuning is a omplex proess thatrequires orrelating many types of information with soureode to loate and analyze performane problems bottle-neks. Existing performane tools don't adequately supportthis proess in one or more dimensions. We desribe twoperformane tools, MHSim and HPCView, that we built tosupport our own work on data layout and optimizing om-pilers. Both tools report their results in sope-hierarhyviews of the orresponding soure ode and produe theiroutput as HTML databases that an be analyzed portablyand ollaboratively using a ommodity browser.MHSim is an integrated simulator and instrumentation tooldesigned to investigate problems with poor memory hier-arhy utilization in Fortran programs. MHSim quanti�esahe onits, temporal reuse, and spatial reuse, and it or-relates simulation results to individual referenes and loopsin the target program.When browsing MHSim output, as shown in Figure 1, theupper right pane displays soure ode annotated with hy-perlinks. Cliking on a # hyperlink that preedes an arrayreferene srolls eah of the panes below to display the sim-ulation results assoiated with that referene. To the left ofeah loop header (sope) are two hyperlinks. Cliking the 'S'hyperlink displays loop summary information in the panesbelow rather than the referene-level information shown inthe �gure. Cliking the 'A' hyperlink displays loop-levelsummary information for eah array referened in the loop.The simulation results for eah level of the memory hier-arhy are displayed in panes below the soure pane, oneline per array referene in the soure ode. The bottompane in the window shows evitor information. For eahreferene in the soure program, the evitor pane presents asorted list of soure-ode referenes that ause interferene(ahe evitions, inluding self-interferene) with this refer-ene. Cliking on the hyperlink assoiated with an evitingreferene will auto-navigate all of the panes to display thesoure ode and simulation output for that referene. Theevitor information is an e�etive, intuitive mehanism for

identifying and quantifying patterns of ahe interferene.HPCView produes a navigable HTML doument that om-bines performane metris from diverse soures, synthsizesnew metris, and orrelates them with program soure ode.HPCView inputs are \pro�les" in a standardized format.Simple sripts onvert vendor- or tool- spei� data into theHPCView format. To date, the prinipal soure of inputdata have been pro�les generated by sampling the programounter at events suh as timers or the overow of hardwareperformane ounters traking interesting events, e.g. ahemisses. Other \pro�le-like" data soures inlude simulatorsand stati analysis tools.Figure 2 shows an HPCView sreenshot. From left to right,the data olumns are: yles, measured with a hardwareounter; ideal yles, omputed by pixie using a ombi-nation of stati analysis and loop ounts; stalls, omputedby HPCView by subtrating ideal yles from yles; andFLOPS, from a hardware ounter. Eah line in the sourepane with assoiated performane information is markedwith an `L' hyperlink that navigates and highlights the otherpanes. Below the soure pane is a at, line-oriented perfor-mane data table. Eah line is labelled a hyperlink on-taining �le name and line number. The table is sorted indesending order by the performane metri olumn is se-leted by liking on the `sort' link in the olumn header.Sorting a�ets both the at and hierarhial displays. Thelower three panes of window are a hierarhial display ofdata aggregated by program sopes: program, soure �le,proedure, loop, and soure line. In general, data souresprovide data for only individual soure lines. We ombinethat data with sope information obtained through statianalysis to aggregate the data at the higher levels. Thethree panes show the data, from top to bottom, for a par-ent sope, the urrently seleted sope, and its immediatehildren. Links navigate up and down the hierarhy.MHSim and HPCView have proven themselves to be ex-tremely useful for analysis and tuning for two general rea-sons. First, they expliitly present information that is usefulfor tuning. Of speial utility are the evitor information ofMHSim and the ombination of data, inluding omputedmetris, from multiple soures in HPCView. Seond, byombining multiple views of performane data with a sourebrowser under a familiar, browsable interfae, these toolsdramatially redue the e�ort needed to do performaneanalysis. This redution of e�ort is of partiular importanein repeated yles of measurement, analysis, and tuning.



Figure 1: The MHSim user interfae.

Figure 2: HPCView displaying both measured and omputed metris.


